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Landscape Structures’ New Hedra™ Delivers a New Shape of Play

Deliver a playground experience where the answer is always yes, and…

Delano, Minn. (March 13, 2020) — Landscape Structures Inc., a Delano, Minn.-based commercial

playground equipment manufacturer, has introduced the new Hedra™ collection of products. The

geometric playscapes of Hedra, Hedra Scout and custom Hedra Towers deliver a world where the next

move is always the right one. A world where the answer is always yes, and…

The tessellated shapes of the Hedra collection of products create playful pods that link together,

forming a fascinating interconnected matrix of three-dimensional play. With multiple options at any given

point, the Hedra playstructures encourage improvisation, sparking cognitive and imaginative exploration.

These new preconfigured playstructures change the rules of play. Learn all about the collection of

Hedra products, which provide countless combinations of age-appropriate experiences:

• Hedra for 5 to 12 – the unique geometric configuration and continuous routes create a hive of

evolving play for exploration.

• Hedra Scout 2 to 5 – developmentally appropriate activities populate this geometric circuit of

continuous exploration.

• Hedra Towers – these custom towers can be configured to include your favorite components and

material options.

Hedra includes two new material options for panels—bamboo and polycarbonate. Not only is bamboo

a rapidly renewable and sustainable resource, this engineered, laminated natural material adds texture and

a warm aesthetic to the Hedra products. The polycarbonate panels, which are translucent, provide
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visibility into the structure as well as light and color play. Additionally, three curated color palettes were

introduced that were inspired by colors found in nature. These palettes work so well with Hedra because

of the new materials found throughout the designs.

See the collection of Hedra products in action and learn more about the new shape of play at

playlsi.com/hedra.

About Landscape Structures Inc.

Since 1971, Landscape Structures Inc. has been the leading manufacturer of commercial playground

equipment in the world. Our employee-owned company designs community and school playgrounds that

encourage kids of all ages and abilities to learn persistence, leadership, competition, bravery, support and

empathy through play. We push the limits—of design, inclusion, play—to help kids realize there is no

limit to what they can do today and in the future. For a better tomorrow, we play today.
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